Based on: http://news.unipv.it/?p=64365

This is a short summary of the regulations for the lectures that will take place during the second semester:

Lessons
Lessons will be provided primarily in presence and at full capacity (100% of seats in classroom are
available). Booking of seats on https://frequenzainpresenza.unipv.it/ is not required, students are invited to
register on the site, numbers will only be used as indication to understand the number of students present
in the classroom (we are waiting for more information on this matter and for confirmation).
Lessons will be streamed in the case that social distancing is required (again) and groups have to be
formed.
All courses will provide recorded lessons, which may also refer to 2020/2021. Recorded lessons will be
available for 15 days at least.

Exams
Written exams should be carried out in presence.
Exceptions:
Students whose green certificate has been temporarily suspended.
Students in quarantine.
Fragile students and disabled students for who the participation to exams in presence may be dangerous.

Oral Exams
Oral exams can be taken in presence and/or online.

Booking exams
Booking of exams is carried out as usual. Students who want to take an online exam must contact the
Professor and send the certification attesting the motivation for the request (expired or suspended green
certificate, quarantine, fragility or disability). The motivation must also be indicated in the field “note” of
the platform used to book exams.

Graduation exams
Graduation exams (thesis defence) take place in presence. The Department or Faculty can eventually
authorize students to take graduation exams online. Students who are exempted from taking exams in
presence (see above) can ask to take this exam online.
Departments and Faculties will decide the maximum number of participants allowed to stay in the
classroom.

Visitors can get access to the graduation exams only if the possess a green certificate and a Ffp2 mask.

Face masks
It is strongly recommended to wear Ffp2 masks in all areas. It is necessary to wear masks in the following
cases: sport competitions, exhibitions, musical events taking place in all spaces belonging to the University.

Green certificate
Students are required to possess a “base” green certificate to get access to lessons and laboratories and
canteens. Visitors and students who want to participate to special events or areas (congress, meetings,
access to museums…) must possess the “reinforced” green certificate.
Library: the “base” green certificate is required to consult books. The “reinforced” green certificate is
required to use library for study. Book loaning and returning is possible through contactless procedure.
Study rooms can be used only in possession of the “reinforced” green certificate.

